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21. behemoth (n.) –  a huge or monstrous person or thing; giant; Goliath. 

      Example: The megalodon was the behemoth of the ocean during the Jurassic period,         
some believing the massive shark to measure up to 50 feet long!  

Write your own sentence using the word:  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

22. belligerent (adj.) – angry and aggressive: feeling or showing readiness to fight; exhibiting 
assertiveness, hostility, or combativeness 

      Example: Belligerent customers at restaurants should be careful what they say to their waiter       
or waitress – you never know what could end up in your food!  

Write your own sentence using the word:  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________                             

 

23.   benign (adj.) –  harmless, kind, gentle, gracious: a benign king.  

       Example:  The tumor removed from my dog was benign, but it still made me sad for the 
poor little guy! 

      Example: You guys are overreacting about what was originally a fairly benign statement. 

Write your own sentence using the word:  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

24. berate (v.) –  to scold harshly; reprimand; rebuke; to criticize (someone) in a loud and angry 
way 

Example: Nothing embarrasses me more than when my mother berates me in public or in 
front of my friends 

Write your own sentence using the word:  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 



  

25. bestow (v.) –  to give as a gift; give; confer (usually followed by on or upon): The trophy       
was bestowed upon the winner.  

Example:  Queen Elizabeth bestowed her royal blessing upon her grandson, Prince            
William, to marry commoner Kate Middleton.  

Write your own sentence using the word:  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

26. boisterous (adj.) –  noisy, loud, rowdy; clamorous; unrestrained: the sound of boisterous 
laughter.  

     Example: The fans were boisterous and crazy following the World Series games.   

Write your own sentence using the word:  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

27. brazen (adj.) –  blatantly bold or shameless; acting or done in a very open and shocking way 
without shame or embarrassment 

      Example: Lady Gaga’s publicity stunts are so brazen, you just can't ignore them.  

Write your own sentence using the word:  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  28. candid (adj.) –  frank; blunt; open; straightforward; expressing opinions and feelings in an 
honest and sincere way 

       Example: Charles Barkley is well known for his candid nature and comments both while he      
was still playing for the NBA and now as a commentator.   

Write your own sentence using the word:  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 



 

 

29. chronic (adj.) –  constant; habitual: a chronic liar;  or  continuing a long                                            
time or recurring frequently: a chronic state of civil war.  

      Example: The United States has suffered through a chronic economic crisis since 9/11.  

      Example:  My mom gets chronic migraines that last for days! 

Write your own sentence using the word:  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

30. circumvent (v.) – to go around or bypass: to get around something in a clever (and 
sometimes dishonest) way  to circumvent the lake; to circumvent the real issues; to avoid 
defeat, failure, unpleasantness, etc.  

      Example: We can circumvent rush hour traffic by taking the toll way around town. 

      Example:  Many Jews circumvented capture during the Holocaust by immigrating to the 
United States during WWII.  

Write your own sentence using the word:  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 


